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QUESTION 1

Consider the following XML: 

 -5  

processed by this XPath expression: 

 

Which of the following is TRUE? 

A. NaN will be output, since the argument is a string. 

B. NaN will be output, since a non-numeric character was found. 

C. This element may not be found by the XPath expression. 

D. The argument is converted to a floating point number. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

Which of the following statements concerning the use of elements and attributes in an XML document is TRUE? 

A. The use of attributes will allow for pattern matching of the content when a DTD is used with the XML document. 

B. The use of an XML Schema will allow for the use of datatypes to control the content of the attributes. 

C. Both elements and attributes may be declared and controlled as complex types when the document is used in
conjunction with an XML Schema. 

D- When using DTDs, elements should be used for critical values, since attributes cannot be validated. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

Refer to the exhibit to answer the question. 

A retail company is in the process of defining a product catalog. The requirements specify that the product 

be uniquely identified by its SKU (Stock Keeping Unit) and contain a product name, a product description, 

and a price. Additionally, some products can have up to five accessories. Each accessory is a product by 

itself. Therefore, only the SKU of the accessories need to be related to the product. Finally, it is also a 

requirement to enable addition of a promotion code that would be effective during a specific period of time. 
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Products are currently modeled as given in the following format: 

 

 T- Shirts  

... 

 

The information is stored in the database, and XML similar to the above format is generated by an 

application and fed to a Web application that uses XSL FO to render the information. If "SKU" has to be 

changed to be of an Element node type, which of the following will be TRUE? 

A. The XML parser that parses the above documents has to be re-written. 

B. The XSL processor that parses the product information has to be re-written. 

C. The XSL Templates that process the product information have to be mod[fled. 

D. Database referential integrity constraints have to be modified to match the changes. 

E. Application logic that generates XML from the database has to be modified 

Correct Answer: CE 

 

QUESTION 4

Consider the following scenario: A company needs to display employee contact information in its intranet. The
information is available in XML Format from an XML-aware employee database. It is required that the top of document
should contain an index of employee names, so that clicking on an employee name will display the employee\\'s
complete contact information (including the employee\\'s name). Which of the following is the BEST approach to meet
this requirement? 

A. Create a master stylesheet that includes two stylesheets, one to generate the index, and another to generate the
complete information. 

B. Create a stylesheet with two templates in different modes, and use them in the mode attribute of . 

C. Create a stylesheet with one template, and selectively use with to generate the index information. 

D. Create a stylesheet with one template, and use to generate the index information. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

A credit card processing application must interface with a legacy database system using XML for processing the details
entered by an online user using a web browser. Which of the following is MOST likely to be present in the design? 

A. The web browser will process the user input and generate XML as per the required schema. 
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B. A web application will process the user input and generate XML as per the required schema. 

C. A web application will use XSL Transformations to transform HTML user input to XML. 

D. A web application will use XSL FO and CSS to transform HTML user input to XML. 

Correct Answer: B 
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